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Abstract — This paper presents Adaptive Population 

Sizing Genetic Algorithm (AGA) assisted Maximum 

Likelihood (ML) estimation of Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in the presence 

of Nonlinear Distortions. The proposed algorithm is 

simulated in MATLAB and compared with existing 
estimation algorithms such as iterative DAR, decision 

feedback clipping removal, iteration decoder, Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) assisted ML estimation and theoretical 

ML estimation. Simulation results proved that the 

performance of the proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation algorithm is superior compared with the 

existing estimation algorithms. Further the computational 

complexity of GA assisted ML estimation increases with 

increase in number of generations or/and size of 

population, in the proposed AGA assisted ML estimation 

algorithm the population size is adaptive and depends on 

the best fitness.   The population size in GA assisted ML 

estimation is fixed and sufficiently higher size of 

population is taken to ensure good performance of the 

algorithm but in proposed AGA assisted ML estimation 

algorithm the size of population changes  as per 

requirement in an adaptive manner  thus reducing the 
complexity of the algorithm. 

 
Index Terms — Genetic Algorithm, ML estimation, 

OFDM 

 

I． INTRODUCTION 

OFDM represents an efficient technique distinguished 

for high-speed digital transmission over multipath fading 

channels; the main advantage of OFDM is its multipath 

delay spread tolerance and efficient spectral usage by 

allowing overlapping in the frequency domain. OFDM 

has emerged as a popular technique, in the WLAN 

domain, such as the IEEE 802.11a and the HIPERLAN/2, 

in broadcasting domain, such as the Digital Video 

Broadcasting for Terrestrial Television (DVB-T) and the 

Terrestrial Digital Multimedia/Television Broadcasting 

DMB-T [1]. But OFDM-based multi-carrier systems are 

much more sensitive to the nonlinear distortion [2] and 

channel-estimation errors occurring in time-varying 

multipath fading channels [3]. In this paper, we are 

focusing on the problem of the optimum OFDM symbol 

recovery in the presence of nonlinear distortions. 

In wireless network deployment, tight requirements of 

power efficiency impose the use of saturating radio 
frequency (RF) power amplifiers. It is shown in [4], [5], 

and [6] that a saturating nonlinearity produces a sort of 

self-interference (clipping noise) which depends on the 

transmitted symbols and the in out characteristics of 

nonlinear blocks. Many researchers have proposed 

various algorithms in order to reduce the adverse effect of 

clipping noise on OFDM systems. All such algorithms 

are suboptimum or quasi-optimum. In [7] method authors 

proposed OFDM symbol recovery method which is based 

on the recursive application of Bayesian inference. The 

proposed algorithm is characterized by a consistently 

increased computational complexity, but results in terms 

of better in severe clipping conditions. In [8] and [9] 

methods to reduce the effects of clipping on OFDM 

signals are proposed. In [5] and [6], decision-directed 

iterative algorithms were proposed to sharply reduce the 

computational complexity of OFDM receivers to a 
polynomial order with respect to the subcarrier number. 

Such methodologies are very attractive from a 

computational point of view, but they are not effective 

for severe clipping. 

The advent of evolutionary computation has inspired 

new resources for optimization problem solving, such as 

the optimal design of code division multiple access 

(CDMA) and fuzzy system. In contrast to traditional 

computation systems which may be good at accurate and 

exact computation but have brittle operations, 

evolutionary computation provides a more robust and 

efficient approach for solving complex real world 

problem. Many evolutionary algorithms, such as Genetic 

algorithm (GA) [10,11,12,13,14,15], ant colony 

optimization (ACO) [1], simulated annealing (SA) [16] 

and particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

[16,17,18,19,19,20], have been proposed. GAs is a 
stochastic search procedure based on the mechanics of 

natural selection, genetics, and evolution. Since these 

methods simultaneously evaluate many points in the 
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search space, they are more likely to find the global 

solution of a given problem. In genetic algorithms the 

degree of convergence depends on the number of 

generations G and/or the population size P, but the 

complexity of genetic algorithms increases with increase 

in size of population and/or number of generations. In [21] 

authors listed various adaptive population sizing schemes 

in genetic algorithms 

Theoretical ML detection cannot be adopted in real-

world applications, and suboptimum detection strategies 

should be investigated. A feasible solution has been 

proposed by Tellado et al. in [5]. The decision-aided 

reconstruction (DAR) iterative approach shown in 
[6],[22]. The suboptimum iterative ML detection 

proposed in [31] initially considers the vector of bit 

decision provided by the conventional OFDM 

demodulator. In [23] authors presented genetic algorithm 

assisted ML detection which performs better than 

iterative methods at the cost of high computational 

complexity. In this paper efforts are made to reduce the 

computational complexity of [23].  We present Adaptive 

Population Sizing Genetic Algorithm assisted Maximum 

Likelihood estimation with superior performance 

(compared to [5],[6],[22] ,[31] and [23]) and low 

complexity (compared to [31] and [23]). 

 

II． SYSTEM MODEL 

The analytical expression for a generic multicarrier 

OFDM symbol transmitted during the generic signaling 

interval of duration T is given as follows 
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sA is the carrier amplitude, 
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Nkss iki  is the vector of the M -level 

complex symbols transmitted over the N subcarriers 

(where M is the level of modulation), )(t  is the 

rectangular waveform of unit amplitude. Applying IFFT 
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Presence of solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) in the 

circuit introduces an amplitude distortion which can be 

implemented by introducing a nonlinear memoriless 

block whose mathematical expression is given below 

(normalized Rapp model [32]) 
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The amount of distortion can be measured (in decibels) 

in terms of clip level (CL), defined as 

)/(log20 10 xCL 


 , where 
2

x  is the variance of 

input signal. The output from the nonlinear memoriless 

block is given by [4] 
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Where g(.)is the nonlinear distortion function, and 
g  

is a constant chosen in order to minimize the mean square 
error (MSE). It was shown in [2] for a wide range of 

meaningful CL values, the approximation 1g holds 

good which allows us to rewrite the above equation as 
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At the receiver the OFDM demodulator performs an 

FFT over the received baseband discrete-time sequence 

and provides the following output 
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Where )),((),( gsFFTgs iNik  is the k
th
 

sample of the out-of-band distortion sequence or clipping 
noise, resulting at the output of the OFDM demodulator 

[2]. 

 

III． PROPOSED ADAPTIVE GENETIC 

ALGORITHM BASED ML ESTIMATION 

ML estimation is the optimum symbol estimation in 

the presence of nonlinear distortion and additive 

Gaussian noise which would minimize the equation 

below by minimizing 
iŝ  
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Where  D

ii ry is the received signal sample 

vector and  is Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) 

added in the channel, The nonlinear distortion is 

deterministic and completely known; therefore, the ML-

based computation of 
iŝ is theoretically possible, but the 

computational load grows exponentially with N (number 

of subcarriers used in OFDM system) which may range 

from 64 (e.g., HYPERLAN 2 system) to 2048 (VDSL-

DMT standard). To decrease the computational 

complexity we propose adaptive population sizing 

genetic algorithm for ML estimation of iŝ . 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a famous probabilistic 

search technique based on the principles of biological 
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evolution. Similar to biological organism which evolves 

to adapt to its environment, Genetic Algorithm follows a 

path of analysis from which a design evolves, one that is 

optimal for the environmental restrictions placed upon it. 

Genetic Algorithm uses probabilistic transition rules to 

select someone to reproduce or to die so as to guide their 

search toward regions of the search space with likely 

improvement. Thus, Genetic Algorithm is a powerful and 

globally stochastic search and optimization technique and 

is widely used in optimization problems. 

First, we define the trial data vector in our proposed 

Genetic Algorithm based on ML estimator as  

],...,[
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Where Ek is signal energy per bit of k
th

 user, bk is the 

k
th

 user’s data modulated by binary phase shift keying 
(BPSK),. Fig. 1 shows a flow chart of the proposed 

Genetic Algorithm assisted ML detection. The proposed 

Genetic Algorithm based ML detection will return 

optimum or near-optimum estimated value kb
^

 of 
iŝ  for 

the k
th

 user. 
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Figure 1 Flow chart of the proposed Genetic Algorithm assisted 

ML detection scheme 

The steps involved in implementing ML detection 

using genetic algorithm is described below. 

1.Start with encoding 

To start Genetic Algorithm, the trial data vector b̂  

must first be encoded into binary string form. The 

encoded binary string is regarded as a chromosome in 

Genetic Algorithm and its elements are regarded as genes. 

BPSK modulation has already been employed in the 

transmission model. Thus, the chromosome encoding 

procedure is unnecessary. The number of genes in a 

chromosome, which is the number of bits in a trial data 

vector for BPSK, is the number of users. The number of 

bits in a symbol is equal to the number of bits in a gene. 

2. Population initialization 

After encoding, an initial population consisting of P 

members, called individuals, is created. In our proposed 

Genetic Algorithm, each individual or chromosome in the 

population is represented by a vector of K bits. In this 
vector, each bit is a trial data belonging to one of the K 

users. The p
th

 individual which is the estimated value of 
T

kbbbb ],....,2,1[  . After initialization of the 

population of P individuals the optimization process 

starts, in which the initial generation g is 1. 

3. Fitness evaluation 

In the procedure of this fitness evaluation, Genetic 

Algorithm exploits an objective function (OF) to evaluate 

the fitness of each individual in the population, which 

represents how closely each individual matches the 

optimum individual. The optimum individual can 

maximize the objective function value. We will now 

discuss how to find the objective function. The solution 

of optimum detection is the most likely trial data vector 

optb
^

 that minimizes the value of )ˆ( is . 

4. Selection 

To evolve the population, some excellent individuals 

will be chosen to constitute a future population for 

reproduction. The fitter individuals with better genes are 

more likely to be selected to produce the descendant 

individuals. So, the rule of selection is based on their 

fitness function values.  

5. Crossover 

Crossover is the operation by which the selected 

individuals exchange their genes to produce pairs of 

descendants. The crossover operation randomly chooses 

one cutting point or many cutting points and exchanges 

the binary strings of individuals before or after the cutting 

points. For example, after a cut in the first bit in each of 

the two strings 0011 and 1010, these two strings are 

crossed over to produce a new pair of descendants 0010 

and 1011. Since the offspring inherit the merits of their 

parents, they are expected to be superior to their parents. 

6. Mutation  
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Mutation is the proposed complementary error 

function to increase the diversity of the population, this 

mutation operation randomly changes some of the 

crossover result genes. Without mutation, the GA’s 

search falls into local optima. Thus, the mutation 

operation is crucial to the success of Genetic Algorithm. 

A mutation probability 
),( ji

mp which is relative to a 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from i to j is defined. It can 

be calculated with the help of a complementary error 

function which can be given by. 
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7. Elitism 

An elitism operation is used to avoid losing excellent 

individuals which have higher fitness or greater OF 

values from one generation to another. The operation 

copies a small part of the best parent individuals, and 

replaces the worst offspring. 

3.1 Adaptive Population Sizing Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithm is convergent, but the degree of 

convergence depends on the number of generations G 
and/or the population size P [8]. As stated above, if P 

and/or G are sufficiently large, our proposed Genetic 

Algorithm based ML Detection approaches the optimum 

maximum likelihood detection results. However, 

increasing P increases the computational complexity of 

the ML Detection system. It is impractical to pursue a 

slightly lower Bit Error Rate performance at the expense 

of much more computational complexity. So, we employ 

adaptive population sizing genetic algorithm to solve the 

complexity problem. Besides the reduction of 

computational complexity, the proposed adaptive 

population sizing genetic algorithm can improves BER 

performance.  

In [1] Population Resizing based on Fitness 

Improvement Genetic Algorithm was proposed. The 

proposed algorithm is similar to a traditional Genetic 

Algorithm but at the end of the typical selection, 
reproduction, and mutation steps, the population size can 

grow or shrink based on an improvement of the best 

fitness contained in the population.  

The population size changes when there is an 

improvement in best fitness, or when there is no 

improvement in the best fitness for a ―long time‖.  If 

neither of the above occurs, the population size shrinks 

by a small percentage (1-5%). In their work, the growth 

rate X for a population is given by, 
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where incFactor is a parameter in the interval (0,1), 

MaxmEvalNum is the maximum number of fitness 

evaluations allowed for the whole run currentEvalNum is 

the current evaluation number, and maxmFitnessnew, 

maxmFitnessold, and inimaxfitness, are the best fitness 

values in the current, previous, and initial generation. The 

initial population size, as well as a minimum and 

maximum population sizes in which the algorithm must 

operate should be specified.   

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to estimate the performance of the proposed 

Adaptive population sized Genetic Algorithm based ML 

estimator, an OFDM system was simulated using 

MATLAB with a bit rate of 4 Mb/s and number of 

subcarriers N equal to 64, 16 QAM as modulation 
scheme and 2/3 convolutional coding. Fig 2 gives 

comparison of BER results versus SNR with clip level 

(CL)=5db between proposed adaptive population sizing 

GA (AGA) assisted ML estimation, conventional GA 

assisted ML estimation[5] , estimation provided by 

iterative DAR[3], decision feedback clipping removal [4] 

and iteration decoder [2] symbol-estimation algorithms. 

As far as the parameterization of the adaptive population 

sized Genetic Algorithm (AGA) is concerned, we 

selected initialPopSize as 120, increaseFactor as 0.2, V 

as 500, decreaseFactor as 0.5, minPopSize as 20 and 

maxPopSize as 100. For conventional genetic algorithm 

initial population size is taken as 200 and number of 

generations taken are 250. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of BER results versus SNR between proposed adaptive population sizing GA ML estimation, conventional GA 

assisted ML estimation and estimation provided by the different symbol-estimation algorithms 
 

As shown in fig 2 the decision feedback clipping 

removal based ML detection exhibits a severe error floor. 

On the other hand, iterative DAR performed better than 

iterative decoder, thus confirming its improved 

robustness for low CL values. GA assisted ML estimation 

algorithm shown better performance than the iterative 

approaches and decision feedback clipping removal 
based ML detection methods. But the proposed AGA 

assisted ML estimation provides much better results than 

all state-of-the-art algorithms used for comparison, with a 

dramatic BER decrease for high SNRs. Table 1 shows the 

comparison of computational complexity of the proposed 

adaptive population sizing GA (AGA) assisted ML 

estimation, conventional GA assisted ML estimation and 

estimation provided by iterative DAR, decision feedback 

clipping removal , iteration decoder symbol-estimation 

algorithms and theoretical ML estimation method. The 

computational complexity of GA assisted ML estimation 

increases with increase in number of generations or/and 

size of population, in the proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation algorithm the population size is adaptive and 

depends on fitness function given in equation (10).   The 

population size in GA assisted ML estimation is fixed 

and sufficiently higher size of population is taken to 

ensure the performance of algorithm but in proposed 
AGA assisted ML estimation algorithm the size of 

population is taken as per requirement in an adaptive 

manner  thus reducing the complexity of the algorithm. 

Even though the computational complexity of proposed 

AGA assisted ML estimation algorithm is more 

compared to decision feedback clipping removal 

algorithm, Iterative DAR algorithm and Iterative decoder 

algorithm,  its BER (Bit Error Rate) performance shown 

in fig 2 is much better, further the computational 
complexity of the proposed AGA assisted ML estimation 

is less compared to existing GA assisted ML estimation 

and theoretical ML estimation. Considering the results 

shown in fig 2 and table 1 it is confirmed that the 

performance of the proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation algorithm is superior to existing ML 

estimation algorithms. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents Adaptive Population Sizing 

Genetic Algorithm (AGA) assisted Maximum Likelihood 

(ML) estimation of Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in the presence of 

Nonlinear Distortions. The proposed detector is simulated 

in MATLAB and compared with existing estimation 

algorithms such as iterative DAR, decision feedback 

clipping removal, iteration decoder, Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) assisted ML estimation and theoretical  

 
Table 1 Comparison of computational complexity of the proposed adaptive population sizing GA ML estimation, conventional GA 

assisted ML estimation and estimation provided by the different symbol-estimation algorithms 

Estimation Algorithm Order of Computational 

Complexity 

perations per Data symbol (N=64) 
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Proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation 
sizegenMC PP  )(
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Decision feedback clipping 
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ML estimation. The proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation provides much better results than all state-of-

the-art algorithms used for comparison, with a dramatic 
BER decrease for high SNRs. Even though the 

computational complexity of proposed AGA assisted ML 

estimation algorithm is more compared to Decision 

feedback clipping removal, Iterative DAR and Iterative 

decoder its BER (Bit Error Rate) performance shown in 

fig 2 is much better, further the computational complexity 

of the proposed AGA assisted ML estimation is less 

compared to existing GA assisted ML estimation and 

theoretical ML estimation. Considering the results shown 

in fig 2 and table 1 it is confirmed that the performance 

of the proposed AGA assisted ML estimation algorithm 

is superior to existing ML estimation algorithms. 
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